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Device monitors infant's breathing

The CO2 sensor was developed by researchers at UT-Arlington.

By Patrick M. Walker

ARLINGTON — Parents of newborns often invest in nursery monitors that let them hear or even see when their baby is awake or sleeping. And most know the importance of putting the infant to bed on his or her back so that breathing won’t be obstructed.

Now researchers at the University of Texas at Arlington have designed a device that offers parents more assurance that their newborn is breathing properly, with the goal of reducing the rate of sudden unexplained deaths.

Electrical engineering professor J.-C. Chiao, doctoral candidate Hong Cao and Heather Hardsley, a research engineer at UT Arlington’s Automation on Infant, Tenth
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Two Arlington companies are indicted

No council vote on smoking issue

The suggestion that Fort Worth not hire smokers to save money on insurance didn’t get to the formal vote stage. It turned to quit, not a ban, will be used, an administrator tells the City Council.

A special-education assistant at Fort Worth school has been accused by Richard Hills police of sexually assaulting a teenage boy.
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The businesses are accused of being part of a mortgage fraud scheme.

Two Arlington companies accused of being part of a $15 million mortgage fraud scheme in North Texas have been indicted on criminal charges.

The companies, Sierra Developers and homestead developer Genesis Homes of Texas, are accused of generating more than $400,000 from fraudulent loans in December 2004. The loans were handled by a lending company run by a mortgage broker who has since pleaded guilty to engaging in organized criminal activity and money laundering.

Prosecutor David Loebriger, who is with the economic crimes division of the Tarrant County district attorney’s office, said the two companies join nearly two dozen individuals charged with participating in the multimillion-dollar scam.

Lobingers said the rates criminal indictments of corporations open the More on INDICTMENT, 4B